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Pre-conception
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Maximum user weight:350lbs

Maximum 
weight:555lbs 

(Both)

Maximum 
weight:135lbs

Maximum 
weight:555lbs 

(Both)

ø1.96×2.75×0.08×42.91

ø1.96×2.75×0.08×77.75

ø1.96×2.75×0.08×16.73

ø1.96×2.75×0.08×47.24

ø1.96×2.75×0.08×(38.03)

ø1.96×2.75×0.1×64.96

ø0.98×74.80

ø1.96×2.75×0.08×5.11

Main tube size and Maximum weight (in)
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Swinging pulley

Characteristic

Nylon handle strap. The output 
resistance is ½.

Stainless solid guide rod

Short safety catch

Long safety catch

Rotating bar

Foam with leather

Foot plate

"W" type curved bar can better fit close to 
the chest, reduce the risk of wrist injury, 
while increasing the angle changes and 
help to shape sculpture muscle details.

Chin up handle

T-bar row landmine can expand a 
variety of training functions which can 
be adjusted at will, convenient and free.

Weight plate storage

Metal cover
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86.57in

Assembled dimensions
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2635 in2



Φ5mm Cable. Pass through 1763.7 lbs tension
test. The cable is tensile, wear-resisting and safe.

More comfortable Chin-Up bar can ensure more professional movement 
to meet the various users’ different training.

Decorative plate covering the internal pulley cable system.
Most advanced powder coating equipment makes the painting high 
bright and beautiful.

ordinary grip 
underhand grip 
mixed grip 
sternum pull-up 
one-hand pull-up 
one-arm pull-up
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Chin up



Double pull functional 
trainer’s height is easy 
to be adjust with 21 
pulley positions. It also
can rotate 180 
degree.

Zinc plated Lock Pin

You can see the digital through the hole , Adjustable height.

Dip grip
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Functional trainer



Lat bar storage

Easy conversion of 
straight bar and 
curved bar can meet 
different training 
needs.

"W" type curved 
bar can better fit 
close to the 
chest, reduce 
the risk of wrist 
injury, while 
increasing the 
angle changes 
and help to 
shape sculpture 
muscle details.

Straight Bar

There are three barbell storage bars and two lat bar 
storages on both sides for easy storage and taking.
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Perfect mechanical structure design
More stable with double triangular structure.

The use of the bottom rear frame can significantly reduce the overall shaking, 
providing users with a safer and more comfortable fitness experience

Olympic bar storage

Details
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Long safety rack and Leather FOAM
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Adjustable pulley bracket with holes

Details
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⌀0.98in

0.08in



Weight stack

The whole large fixed plate can effectively enhance the stability of 
the structure,while hiding the bottom pulley to make the machine 
look more integrated.
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11lbs×17+11lbs×1=198lbs
198lbs
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